On an Expression for the Numbers of
The following analysis, extracted from a paper which has been in part communicated to the Royal Irish Academy, but has not yet been printed, may interest some readers of the Philosophical Magazine. in which we shall suppose that m is greater than zero; and which gives evidently the general relation y m,−n = y m,n .
By changing m to m + 1; integrating first the factor x −m−1 dx, and observing that x −m sin x m+1 cos nx vanishes both when x = 0, and when x = ∞; and then putting the differential coefficient
we are conducted to the following equation, in finite and partial differences,
and if we suppose that the difference between the two variables on which y depends is an even integer number, this equation takes the form
The same equation in differences (2.) shows easily that
but, by a well-known theorem, which in the present notation becomes ) it is easy to prove, not only that ) but also that y 1,n = 0, if n 2 > 1; (6.)
we have therefore, generally, for all whole values of m > 1, and for all real values of n,
2. If then we make ) the sign Σ indicating a summation which may be extended from as large a negative to as large a positive whole value of k as we think fit, but which extends at least from k = 0 to k = m, m being here a positive whole number; this sum will in general (namely when m > 1) include only m − 1 terms different from 0, namely those which correspond to k = 1, 2, . . . m − 1; but in the particular case m = 1, the sum will have two such terms, instead of none, namely those answering to k = 0 and k = 1, so that we shall have
Multiplying the first member of the equation in differences (3.) by (−t) k , and summing with respect to k, we obtain mT m+1 , m being here any whole number > 0. Multiplying and summing in like manner the second member of the same equation (3.), the term my m,m+2−2k of that member gives −mtT m , because we may change k to k+1 before effecting the indefinite summation; ky m,m−2k gives t d dt
This equation in mixed differences gives, by (9.),
the factorial denominator being considered as = 1, when m = 1, as well as when m = 2. If m > 1, we may change 1 − t 1 + t to 2 1 + t , from which it only differs by a constant; and then by changing also t to e h , and multiplying by 2 π , we obtain the formula: ) which conducts to many interesting consequences. A few of them shall be here mentioned.
3. The summation indicated in the second member of this formula can easily be effected in general; but we shall here consider only the two cases in which m is an odd or an even whole number greater than unity, while h becomes = 0 after the m − 1 differentiations of (e h + 1) −1 , which are directed in the first member. When m is odd (and greater than one), each power, such as (−e h ) k in the second member, is accompanied by another, namely (−e h ) m−k , which is multiplied by the cosine of the same multiple of x; and these two powers destroy each other, when added, if h = 0: we arrive therefore in this manner at the known result, that
On the contrary, when m is even, and h = 0, the powers (−e h ) k and (−e h ) m−k are equal, and their sum is double of either; and because
by making m = 2p we arrive at this other result, which perhaps is new, that (if p > 0 and
Developing therefore (e h + 1) −1 according to ascending powers of h; subtracting the development from , multiplying by h, and changing h to 2h; we obtain ) that is, effecting the summation, and dividing by h 2 ,
1 h
or, integrating both members with respect to h,
It might seem, at first sight, from this equation, that the integral in the first member ought to vanish, when taken from h = 0 to h = ∞; because, if we set about to develope the second member, according to the descending powers of h, we see that the coefficient of h 0 vanishes; but when we find that, on the same plan, the coefficient of h −1 is infinite, being
dx, we perceive that this mode of development is here inappropriate: and in fact, it is clear that the first member of the formula (17.) increases continually with h, while h increases from 0.
Again, since
−h ) we shall have (for p > 0) the expression If p be a large number, the rapid and repeated changes of sign of the numerator of the fraction cos(2px − x) cos x produce nearly a mutual destruction of the successive elements of the integral (19.), except in the neighbourhood of those values of x which cause the denominator of the same fraction to vanish; namely those values which are odd positive multiples of π 2 (the integral itself being not extended so as to include any negative values of x). Making therefore ) in which i is a whole number > 0, and ω is positive or negative, but nearly equal to 0; we shall have 
which is now to be summed, with reference to i, from i = 1 to i = ∞. But this summation gives rigorously the relation
we are conducted, therefore, to the expression ) as at least approximately true, when the number p is large. But in fact the expression (25.) is rigorous for all whole values of p greater than 0; as we shall see by deducing from it an analogous expression for a Bernoullian number, and comparing this with known results. ) being compared with that marked (20.), gives, for the pth Bernoullian number, the known expression
The development
and therefore, rigorously, by the equation (19.) of the present paper,
a formula which is believed to be new. Treating the definite integral which it involves by the process just now used, we necessarily obtain the same result as if we combine at once the equations (25.) and (27.). We find, therefore, in this manner, that the equation ) (in which, by the notation here employed,
is at least nearly true, when p is a large number, but Euler has shown, in his Institutiones Calculi Differentialis (vol. i. cap. v. p. 339. ed. 1787) in which tan −1 is a characteristic equivalent to arc tang., and which may be made an expression for log sec x, by merely changing the sign of h 2 in the last denominator; and from this equation (31.) it would be easy to return to an expression for the coefficients in the devel- Observatory of Trinity College, Dublin, October 6, 1843.
